Corrections to draft meeting minutes circulated 29 April 2003

Location
Correction
Comments
File name
Should reflect meeting date of 25-04-2003 not 25-03-2003.

Page 1
The correct meeting date is 25-04-2003 not 28-03-2003 

Page 1
These draft minutes should be captioned as such until finalized (as discussed on page 4).
This point is also made on Page 4 with respect to the minutes from the March meeting.  
Sec. 2, page 3
Correct the phrase "... OASIS had put up extra money for 22 days work by CSW" to read as follows:  "OASIS executed a contract with CSW which provides for 12 days of work funded by OASIS and up to an additional 10 days funded by the Auto Repair member section budget."
The signed contract, which contains the official terms, was provided by Mr.Gannon to Dr Greening for posting on 16 April. 
Sec. 2, page 3 
Correct "Jamie Clarke" to "Clark"
Please correct throughout.
Sec. 2, page 3
Correct the phrase "... also confirmed:  Toyota, Eurotax." to read as follows: "Representatives indicated that they understood Toyota and Eurotax also would be joining.."

Sec. 2, page 3
Add after the phrase "CSW ... were confident that they could make up the time lost", and before the full stop, the phrase "and committed to complete the work within the 22-day budget". 

Sec. 2, page 4
Add after the phrase "starting on Monday", the phrase "28 April".

Sec. 2, page 4
At first use of abbreviation "JC", specify "John Chelsom (JC)".   

Sec. 5, page 6
Correct the phrase "Jamie Clarke suggested that the implementations demonstrated ... one more manufacturer to be involved in an implementation." to read as follows: "Jamie Clark explained that three implementers must certify their use of the standard to OASIS, if a committee specification is submitted for membership approval as an organization-wide OASIS Open Standard.  If two parties already have implemented, one more would be required, and OASIS generally accepts its member's certifications, but this only becomes relevant after the TC itself approves the specification as a committee."
Please note that the committee's initial approval of the specification does not require any certifications of implementations.
Sec. 7, page 8
Correct the phrase "That is, it ensures that it is not used ... is available to anyone without licence fees" to read as follows:  "That is, OASIS maintains a copyright in order to protect its continued public availability.  The member section steering committee has asked for written confirmation that the TC output specifically will be subject to the open availability policy and that OASIS will not charge royalties.  Jamie Clark indicated that OASIS was preparing a letter and will circulate it."

The OASIS IPR policy is publicly posted at [http://www.oasis-open.org/who/intellectualproperty.shtml].  OASIS does not itself charge any royalties,  seeks to keep all TC work openly available, and publicly posts any claims that are made.  However, please note that (as stated in the  policy), OASIS cannot prevent third parties from asserting claims if they choose to do so.
Sec. 8, page 8
Correct phrase "Chair noted ... the time" to read as follows:  "Chair noted that some people may not be members at a later stage, and inquired about the results under OASIS rules.  Jamie Clark explained that the TC rules permit the membership of the committee to change, but the TC would continue to function so long as members wished to continue it.  Also, the interim steering committee of the member section has discussed possible follow-up projects, which might result in the formation of distinct TCs."

Sec. 8, page 8
Correct the phrase "said that in order" to read as follows: "suggested that in order"

Sec. 8, page 8
Correct the phrase "need to have a set of assumptions about what is going to be the basis of the implementaiton." to read as follows:  "TC may first need to finish and publish its work about the taxonomy of data elements".

Sec. 8, page 9
Correct the phrase "conclusion is that TC didn’t come to agreement" to read as follows:  "readers might conclude that the participants did not share the same view even about technical matters such as the data elements".   





 

